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Highlights of 2022: General IG

• Individual
  – First full year of DotAsia CEO being nominated into the ICANN board
  – DotAsia team member being nominated via a regional process into the UN Expert Group Meeting to make recommendations on the future of the IGF and the interactions with the High Level Panel
  – DotAsia team member elected to be part of the leadership of the Youth Coalition on Internet Governance (YCIG), a Dynamic Coalition which is part of the IGF intersessional work

• Secretariat works
  – DIPCC being developed into a more fully-fledged service, working in collaboration with CSC,
2022 as the Pilot year

- Building on the SIA model that started with looking at APrIGF and NetMission, it was decided to try to develop the same methodology looking at the general Internet Governance output of DotAsia, as individuals as well as providing Secretariat services that support IG endeavors
- Data gathering has proven to be difficult in terms of several categories, notably when it comes to data needed from external organizations that isn’t publicly available
- Further analysis of how to increase data points that can meaningfully assess output can improve the SIA report